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N.B.:
(l ) Question lrlo.l is compulsor.v
(2) Atternpt any three questions out of rernaining fir,e questiorls
(3) Figures to right indicate full rnarks
(4) Assurrle suitable data if necessary.
(5) Notations carry nsnal meanitlg.

[Total Marks 80]

Q.l Attempt any four
A. Whar is Kutzback's criterion for degrees of freedom of plane mechanism? In what way

is Gruebler's criterion differerrt from it?.
B- Differentiate between lower pair and higher pair.

C. Definewithrespecttocam i)Basecircleii)pitchcircleiii)tracepointiv)pressureangle.

D. What is crowning of pulley in flat drives'l What is its use.

E, Explain the self locking and self energizing in brakes.

Q.2A. The mechanism, as shown in Fig.1, has the dimensions of various links as follows : AB
= DE = 150 mm ; BC : CD :450 mm ; EF = 375 mm. The crank AB makes an angle of
45o rvith the horizontal and rotates about A in the clockwise direction at a unifonn speed

of 120 r.p.m. The lever DC oscillates about the fixed point D, which is connected to AB
by the couplerBC, The block F moves in the horizontal guides, being driven by the link
EF..Determine velocity of &e block F and angular velocity of DC
I By instantaneous centre method
2. By relati.,;e velocity method

,ir**.- /.i lir;l; i.v::ri!I q . t-.:, I t/-..tr.:

.. Figure I

, 
,8, State and prove law of gearing.

Q.3A. A pair of gears, having 40 and 20 teeth respectively, are rotating in mesh, the speed of
the smaller being 2000 r.p.m. Detemine the velociry of sliding between the gear teeth
faces at the point of engagement, at the pitch point, and at the point of disengagement if
the smaller gear is the driver. Assume that the gear teeth are 20o involute form, addendum
length is 5 mm and the module is 5 mm. Also find the angle through u'hich the pinion
turns while any pairs cf teeth are in contact.
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B' An open belt drive is required to ransmit l0KW of power from a motor running
60orpm. Diameter of rhe driving pulley is 250mm. The speed of the driven fulley22arpm- The belt is l2mm thick and has a mass density of o.ootg/*63. Safe'stress
the belt is not to exceed 2.-5N/ rnrnr. The two shafts are l-25 rn apart. Tlie coefficient
friction is 0.25. Determine the rn idth of the belt.

Q'4 A The mechanism as shown in fig. 2 of aydlal valve gear, The crank OA turns uniforyly 14
at 150 r.p.m and is pinned at A to rod AB. The point C in the rod is guicled in the circular
patli with D as centre and DC as radius. The dimensions of variou, [ok, are: OA: 150
mm ; AB = -550 mm : AC = 450 rnm ; DC: 50C rnm ; BE:350 rnm.
Determine velocity and acceleration of the ram E for the given position of the
mechanism.
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B. What is pantograph? Shou, that it can
out by a point on a link on An enlarged
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Q'5A. In a rwerted e-picyclic gear train, the amr A carriesifwo gears B and C and a compound
gear-D - !. The gear B rneshes with gear E and the gei. C meshes Utf, g". D. The
number of teeth on gears B, C and D ie 15,30 and gdrespectively. Find th"e speed and
dire*ion of geg C i,t ." g; B i; fi*ed and tfre ur*-a *ates 100 r.p.m. clockwiseB f sghey of radius 0.2m siarts rolling without slip up aninclined ar an angle oi:00 wittr
the h3!z"onta] If the initial velocityof sphere t^oruorr. Determine how iar sphere will
travel before it reverse its motion

C. i Explain chordal action in chain drive;

Q.6A: Prove that'the.velocity of sliding in gears is proportional to the distance of the point of
' 'B' A cam is iotating at 800 rpm operate a reciprocating knife edge follower. The least radius
. , of cam is 30mm, stroke of foliower is 30mm. Asceit takes place by uniform acciereationI and deceleration rnd descent by simple harmonic rnotion. Ascent iake place if izoo arrO

, ,descent during 900 of cam rotation. Drvell between ascent and descent 300. Sketch
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